We, health. On Ventures GmbH, are a very dynamic, young company that tracks down and markets unknown
consumer healthcare ideas with great market potential and promotes innovative healthcare products and
solutions. We turn products into strong brands with content, function and high trust. In addition to the shopping
experience, our range of products and services for customers also includes comprehensive information on all
aspects of health.
For our fast-growing company based in Erlangen, Germany, we are looking for an
Intern (m/f/d) Business Development Japan
Your Profile
You are a native Japanese speaker or have very good knowledge of Japanese at a native speaker level,
and you also speak English or German well.
You study business administration or are pursuing a comparable business-related degree
You are very familiar with Japanese culture
You are interested in consumer healthcare and cross-border-commerce
You are a self-starter and love to explore unknown territory
Your tasks
Research on the Japanese consumer healthcare market and e-commerce in Japan
Research on the regulatory framework for consumer healthcare products
Creation of pilot websites in Japanese
Our offer
Very dynamic and at the same time friendly working environment, excellent working atmosphere, close
teamwork with the founders
Very flexible working hours and home office facilities - we are interested in your thoughts and results, not
your "face time".
Attractive internship compensation
You would like to apply? Then please send us your application documents (curriculum vitae and certificates) with
a short cover letter by e-mail to recruiting (at)health-on. ventures. We are looking forward to hearing from you!
You are interested, but still have questions? Then please call me directly on +499131-6238940 at CET business
hours or send me an e-mail to recruiting (at)health-on. ventures. I (Daniel) will be happy to answer your
questions! Further information about our consumer healthcare products can be found at https://somnishop.com
(German) or https://somnishop.net (English).
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